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Abstract
The execution units of GPUs (graphics processing units) have been observed to produce many idle cycles that could be a

tremendous waste of energy consumption which meanwhile provides a hint to build a more energy-efficient system to

operate GPUs if idle cycles can be appropriately taken care of. However, power-gating without foresight can be danger-

ous since inaccurate decisions on power-gating will introduce unaffordable overhead on both energy consumption and

performance. In this paper, we examine the length of execution units’ idle cycles for several representative GPGPU

applications and evaluate the distribution of the idleness durations. We then propose the energy-saving strategies with

focus on discovering potential execution units’ power-gating opportunities. The idle durations are recorded in the run-

time for various computing units in streaming multiprocessors (SMs) including integer units and floating units in stream-

ing processors (SPs) and special function units (SFUs). By analyzing the observed idleness, we propose to enhance the

energy efficiency through two execution units’ power-gating policies, the immediate power-gating (IPG) and idle detect

power-gating (ID-PG). Furthermore, we examine the policies with various parameter settings to offer insights on possi-

ble gains and losses of the power-gating techniques. Besides, by noticing that integer units are the most popular comput-

ing units for many applications, we introduce the power-aware SP(s) to increase the throughput of integer instructions. It

was observed that the power-aware SP can provide performance enhancement as well as the leakage energy reduction for

several applications. The experimental results show that both the policies can result in satisfactory leakage energy saving

on execution units. The IPG can reduce the execution unit’s leakage energy by 84.3% when the break-even time is set to

5 cycles. Even if the break-even time goes up to 20 cycles, the ID-PG can save 67.1% of the total execution units’ leak-

age energy. Moreover, involving power-aware SP(s) can improve the performance by up to 14.4% and 2.7% on average.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphics processing units (GPUs) has become popular

accelerators for the data-parallel general-purpose appli-

cations such as compute-intensive scientific computing

programs [1–3]. The software layer such as NVIDIA

CUDA [4] and AMD OpendCL [5] can utilize the GPU’s

hardware effectively to accelerate the applications

tremendously. There are a wide range of existing

parallelizable applications formerly running on CPUs

that can be tailored to GPUs for significant performance

benefit. The CUDA programming language allows the

programmer to define the paralleled portion of an appli-

cation as several kernels, each consisting of thousands of

threads executing in parallel [4]. One GPGPU application

usually contains multiple CUDA kernels packed with a

group of thread blocks, and is called concurrent thread

array (CTA). A vector, matrix or volume computation

domain can be defined as one-dimensional, two-dimen-

sional or three-dimensional thread blocks. The sub-level

of the thread block is a warp which is the basic execution

unit. A warp contains 32 threads with consecutive thread

IDs and is executed in a single instruction multiple-

threads (SIMT) style. The 32 threads in the same warp

execute the same instruction and work on different data

fragments. For each warp, only one PC is handled and

thus a single instruction is fetched and decoded. Due to

the fact that threads in the same warp are fed with

different data for processing, they can access different

memory addresses and follow different control flow paths.

A GPGPU can overlap long latency through massive

thread level parallelism and therefore allows significant

performance improvement for the applications running

on it.

Although the GPGPU is powerful in boosting the

performance, the energy efficiency becomes an inevitable

concern. In GPGPUs, thousands of threads or more run

concurrently in a single instruction multiple data (SIMD)

pattern. The massive concurrency is supported by a large

number of computation units and a huge size of the

register files, while both the hardware resources consume

a considerable portion of the GPU’s total energy. To host

more concurrent threads, these hardware resources keep

on increasing. Consequently, both dynamic and leakage

energy of GPGPUs are on the rise and further performance

improvement is compromised. The worst part is that the

hardware resources are only demanded for peak perfor-

mance requirement, although many applications cannot

take full advantage of them. Subsequently, a great portion

of components are left idle without any function leading

to energy wastage [6–13].

In this paper, we study the idleness patterns of GPGPU

execution units and attempt to uncover the inherent

opportunities for power-gating in energy-efficiency enhan-

cement without involving any re-schedule techniques.

Researches in [9, 14] depend on re-scheduling instructions

to reconstruct the instruction sequences and intentionally

generate long idle durations. Unlike active utilization of

the re-schedule techniques as reported in the previous

studies, this work focuses on analyzing the existing

idleness of the execution units with respect to the default

instruction sequences. According to the inherent idleness,

we explore appropriate power-gating strategies to save

GPGPU leakage energy. The aim of this paper is to guide

the future GPU energy studies regarding the execution

units’ power-gating. Instead of involving additional

microarchitectures for complex rescheduling logic, only

basic counters are required for the proposed method

which is applicable with low hardware overhead. Besides

the power-gating strategies, the idleness pattern also

inspires us to increase the number of integer units in a

streaming multiprocessor (SM).

In short, this paper makes the following contributions.

First, the distribution and the length of execution units

idle cycles are recorded and analyzed. To be specific, the

idle durations of integer units, floating point units, and

special function units (SFUs) have been recorded during

run-time for analysis. According to the observed idleness

pattern, the execution unit power-gating strategies have

demonstrated ability to maximize leakage energy reduction.

Second, we propose two simple execution units’ power-

gating policies—immediate power-gating (IPG) and idle

detect power-gating (ID-PG)—and evaluate their effecti-

veness on the leakage energy saving, respectively. Both

policies operate the execution units’ power-gating at a

fine granularity. Third, we further evaluate the two policies

with various parameter settings. Based on the experimental

results, we make two suggestions to maximize the leakage

energy saving and avoid the side-effect of the power-

gating: (1) when the power-gating overhead is unaffordable,

an idle detect time is set up to avoid short-term idleness,

and (2) when the power-gating overhead is acceptable,

the execution units are put into power-gated mode

immediately to save as much leakage energy as possible.

Finally, we propose to enhance the performance as

well as the energy efficiency by increasing the number of

integer units per SM.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II presents the background of this work. The related work

is discussed in Section III. Section IV describes the

motivation behind this work. Section V introduces the

implementation details of our technique. The experimental

results are presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII

concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the baseline GPU archi-

tecture and describe the CUDA programming model. We

further explain how the hardware and software lead to

underutilization of high hardware resources. It is believed
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that the power-gating techniques can utilize the under-

utilization of the hardware resources to mitigate the growing

energy consumption problem on GPUs.

A. Baseline GPU Architecture

We evaluate our work over the baseline GPU archi-

tecture that is shown in Fig. 1. The baseline architecture

is similar with NVIDIA GTX480 GPUs [15] which consists

of 15 GPU cores called streaming multiprocessors. Each

SM has its own private L1 data caches, read-only texture

caches, constant caches, and software-managed shared

memories (i.e., scratch-pad memories). According to the

configuration controlled by the software (Table 1), the L1

cache and the shared memory can be set to 16 kB L1

cache and 48 kB shared memory or 48 kB L1 cache and

16 kB shared memory. A single SM core consists of 32

single instruction multiple data execution units, 16 load/

store units, and 4 SFUs. A unified L2 cache is shared by

all the SMs via an on-chip network and is partitioned into

6 tiles. In an SM, there are two warp schedulers and two

instruction dispatch units, which allow issuance of two

independent instructions from two different warps at a

single cycle. The two independent instructions can then

be simultaneously executed by two streaming processors

(SPs) each containing 16 execution lanes called the SIMT

lanes. Since the execution units operate at double clock

frequency of the SMs, it is hypothesized that 32 threads

can co-run on a single SP. As shown in Fig. 1, the SP can

address both integer and floating-point instructions owing

to the fact that it is featured with an integer unit and a

floating-point unit. The SFUs are typically responsible

for complex calculations such as sin, cosine, reciprocal,

and square root. However, they can also execute integer

and floating-point instructions in case of the unavailability

of both the SPs in the SM.

Fig. 1. Baseline GPU architecture.

Table 1. Simulated GPU architecture configuration

CPU 15 SMs, 700 MHz

SM configuration 16 thread blocks/SM, 32 threads/warp

2 warp schedulers, 1024 ROB entries, 32 SIMD width, 5-stage pipeline

Register file 128 kB per SM

32 banks, dual-ported (1 read port and 1 write port) for each bank

4 kB register per bank, 256-bit wide entry, 128 entries per bank

L1 cache 16 kB, 4-way set-associative, line size 128 byte, 128 MSHR entries

L2 cache 768 kB, 8-way set-associative, line size 128 byte

Shared memory 48 kB, 32 banks, 1 cycle latency
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B. CUDA Programming Model

To parallelize the application and tailor it for running

on GPUs, the CUDA programming model allows the

programmer to define C functions as several kernels.

Each kernel consists of thousands of concurrent threads

[4]. Each thread in a kernel can be identified with a

unique thread ID which is accessible through the built-in

threadIdx variable. Every unit of 32 threads with con-

secutive thread IDs is grouped as a warp. A warp is a

basic unit of the concurrency and all the threads within it

execute simultaneously in an SIMT way. Officially, the

maximum number of concurrent threads in an SM is

restricted by the NVIDIA. Specifically, for Fermi archi-

tecture, an SM can host 1,536 active threads (48 active

warps) to the maximum. Moreover, the number of thread

blocks is limited to 8 per SM. To support the execution

environment and conserve execution data, each thread

takes a piece of hardware resources such as register files

and the shared memory. Consequently, the capacity of

hardware resources of an SM also limits the number of

concurrent threads per SM (i.e., occupancy). An SM can

accommodate more than 1,536 lightweight threads which

are supported with few hardware resources. However,

except for touching the full capacity of an SM set by

NVIDA, redundant hardware resources may well stay

idle, resulting in a great waste of energy. On the other

hand, if an SM is running with threads that heavily rely

on hardware resources, low underutilization of the

hardware resources could still be possible. For example,

an SM can only serve one thread block that consumes

two-thirds of the total register files. In this case, the rest

one-third register files which are insufficient to support

another thread block needs to stay idle. Besides, the way

of GPUs handling branches also leads to significant

underutilization of the hardware resources (i.e., execution

units) and harms the energy efficiency. CPUs are capable

of dealing with complex branch prediction logic, while

GPUs avoid branch prediction and simplify the logic to

accomplish overwhelming multithreading. To this end, an

active mask vector is introduced to identify the divergence

of execution paths. The active mask vector expresses

whether the branch instruction is taken or not for the

threads in a warp. The threads are then directed to

different paths accordingly. To be specific, the threads

will be executed and retired if the corresponding bits are

set in the active mask vector, while other threads with

reset bits will discard the execution. Threads with taken

and not-taken paths are executed independently and

sequentially and will be joined at the convergence point

automatically. Due to the divergence, threads in a warp

run alternately and the execution lanes cannot be always

fully occupied. Consequently, the presence of idle execution

lanes harms the energy efficiency.

III. RELATED WORK

GPGPUs are becoming promising platforms for acco-

mmodating parallelizable compute-intensive applications.

Indeed, the support of a massive number of execution

units and abundant bandwidth enable GPGPUs to provide

an extremely high throughput by concurrently executing

thousands of threads; however, the energy efficiency can

become an urgent concern if the GPGPUs attempt to

further improve the performance. Moreover, a huge amount

of execution units is responsible for a considerable portion

of the total energy consumption and they unfortunately

produce many idle cycles resulting in energy wasting.

Many researchers have studied GPGPU’s energy-efficiency

[6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16–20]. Numerous researches discovered

underutilization of various GPU components such as

register files and execution units and proposed power

gating the idle resources for energy saving. Several

studies [6, 7, 16] propose to shut down unused fragments

or put them into the low power modes to reduce leakage

energy consumption of GPU register files. The authors of

[17] implements the power-gating at the SM level

granularity. They monitor the activity of entire SMs and

shut down the unoccupied SMs to improve energy-

efficiency. Some other solutions operate the power-gating

at a much finer granularity [9, 14]. They explore the

idleness of the execution units and design strategies to

apply power-gating down to per SIMT lane and minimize

the leakage energy wasting. By comparison, this paper

studies the inherent idleness of the integer and floating-

point units of SP as well as the SFU. To reduce GPU

leakage energy dissipation, we have studied two different

policies operating the power-gating adaptively and

efficiently on different execution units.

IV. MOTIVATION

A. Execution Units Energy Consumption

The execution units in GPUs are responsible for 20.1%

of the total energy consumption [21]. The energy con-

sumption of execution units in NVIDIA GTX480 GPUs

is broken down in [9] and the results show that leakage

energy accounts for around 50% of the total energy

consumed in integer execution units, and more than 90%

in floating-point units. In this work, we focus on evaluating

the execution units’ leakage energy consumption. The

experimental results show that the integer units consume

only negligible leakage energy (around 0.1% of the total

GPU’s energy) and 9.5% of the total GPU’s energy is

contributed to the leakage energy consumed by floating-

point units. Furthermore, the leakage energy of SFUs

accounts for 2.2% of the total GPU’s energy. Overall, the

leakage energy consumption for all the executions units

(integer units, floating-points units, and SFUs) is 11.6%
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of the total GPU’s energy consumption. Therefore, it is

hypothesized that intellectual strategies will lead to

positive impact on the overall GPU energy efficiency if

they can effectively reduce the leakage energy spent on

execution units, especially the floating-point units.

B. Execution Units Underutilization

We examine the underutilization of three execution

units (integer units, floating-point units, and SFUs) in 10

GPGPU benchmarks. The experimental results show a

great waste of execution resources. As shown in Fig. 2,

the integer units stay idle during around 61% of the total

execution time and the floating-point units are unused in

92% of execution cycles. SFUs are free in 75% of the

execution period. The remarkable leakage energy

consumption and the low utilization of execution units

convince us to power-gate spared execution units

intelligently and help GPUs to relieve the serious energy

dissipation issue.

V. POWER-GATING STRATEGIES

Power-gating technique has been widely demonstrated

to be effective for the leakage energy reduction. In this

work, we use the traditional power-gating strategies to

save execution units’ leakage energy on GPGPUs. We

operate the power-gating at a fine granularity and shut

down the integer unit and floating-point unit per SIMT

lane individually. The four SFUs in an SM can also be

power-gated separately. tbreak_even, twakeup, and tidle_detect are

the three parameters related to the execution units’ power-

gating technique. The tbreak_even represents the number of

cycles in the power-gated mode. The leakage energy

saving during tbreak_even is equal to the energy overhead of

turning off and on the execution units. As long as the

power-gated mode lasts longer than tbreak_even, the leakage

energy reduction is attained; otherwise, the energy

overhead of the power-gating exceeds the insufficient

saving and negatively affects the energy efficiency

instead. The twakeup is the number of cycles spent on

waking up the execution units. These extra cycles can

lead to negative performance impact. Both tbreak_even and

twakeup can be calculated by using the formulas in [17] and

vary with parameters of circuit components. The typical

value for tbreak_even lie between 9 to 19 cycles and twakeup is

from 3 to 9 cycles [22]. In this paper, the evaluation starts

with tbreak_even of 10 cycles and twakeup of 3 cycles and

continues with other tbreak_even (5 and 20 cycles).

The power-gating decisions are made according to the

threshold tidle_detect. We can tune the  tidle_detect to achieve the

balance between the leakage energy reduction and

performance loss. A large tidle_detect filters the short idleness

of execution units to avoid performance degradation, but

consequently misses opportunities of saving ever more

leakage energy. We first evaluate with tidle_detect of 0 cycles

called immediate power-gating (IPG) in this paper. The

IPG places the execution units into power-gated mode

immediately as soon as they are not occupied. The IPG is

capable of maximizing the leakage energy reduction if

most of the idleness is longer than tbreak_even; otherwise, the

IPG could hurt both energy efficiency and performance if

great extent of short-term idleness shows up. Due to the

various idleness patterns, the optimal tidle_detect can be

varied for different execution units. In order to achieve

further leakage energy saving, we examine the variation

in energy reduction with different tidle_detect (2 and 5

cycles), called as idle detect power-gating (ID-PG) in this

paper. Based on how busy a certain type of execution unit

is, the length distribution of the execution unit idleness is

different and tidle_detect varies accordingly.

Consequently, the power-gating strategies studied in

this paper can be completely supported by several simple

counters by avoiding complex microarchitecture and

logic, and the hardware overhead is negligible. Moreover,

the performance overhead that is mostly caused by the

wake-up latency twakeup is negligible as well. An issued

instruction is not going to be executed immediately.

Instead, several cycles are taken into account to request

operands of the instruction from the register file and

collect them in the operand collector. The instruction is

not forwarded to the execution unit until all the operands

are ready in the operand collector. By noticing the time

gap between the issue and execution stage, the SIMT

lanes that will be used to execute the instruction can be

woken up in advance right after the instruction has been

issued. Getting operand ready can typically take up to 10

cycles, which is longer than twakeup. Therefore, twakeup
successes to overlap itself with the period of fetching and

collecting operands and thus is not expected to have a

negative impact on performance. Moreover, since there

are no warps and instructions rescheduling in our methods,

the performance is not influenced by any rescheduling

policy. Overall, both hardware and performance overheads

of the power-gating strategies are negligible, which is

also confirmed in our experiments.Fig. 2. The underutilization rate of execution units.
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VI. METHODOLOGY & EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use GPGPU-Sim v3.2.2 [23] to evaluate the

execution units’ power-gating schemes. GPGPU-Sim is a

cycle-accurate GPU performance simulator that focuses

on general-purpose computation on GPUs. GPUWattch

[21] is used to measure the energy consumption and is

integrated with GPGPU-Sim. As shown in Fig. 1, the

baseline GPU architecture is modeled based on NVIDIA

GTX480 GPUs [15]. There are 15 SMs and each SM

consists of two SPs and four SFUs. An SP contains 16

CUDA cores and each core serves an SIMT lane. The

CUDA core is able to execute both integer instructions

and floating-point instructions. We evaluate the power-

gating strategies with 10 benchmarks from Rodinia

benchmarks suit [24]. Table 2 lists all the benchmarks.

Four benchmarks include both integer and floating-point

instructions (gaussian, lud, backprop, and hotspot).

Other six benchmarks contain only integer instructions

(bfs, b+tree, cfd, dwt2d, kmean, and pathfinder).

We have evaluated the leakage energy reduction of

execution units’ power-gating strategies proposed in this

paper and compared them with the baseline Ideal (ideal

leakage energy saving). We assume that the Ideal
strategy recognizes the length of all idleness and can

make perfect decisions based upon this knowledge. The

Ideal only shuts down the execution units with the

idleness longer than tbreak_even and makes the power-gating

action at the beginning of the idleness rather than waiting

till tidle_detect elapses. The leakage energy saving achieved

by Ideal represents the best case that any power-gating

strategies can ever attain.

A. Leakage Energy Reduction for Different
Types of Execution Units

Fig. 3 shows that the leakage energy of integer units

can be reduced up to 93% and 24.9% on average, when

tbreak_even = 10 and tidle_detect = 0. For benchmarks such as

bfs, pathfinder, backprop, and hotspot, the

setting of tidle_detect = 0 leads to more leakage energy

dissipation from integer units, thereby hurting the energy

efficiency. This is because numerous short-term idleness

generates inevitable energy overheads.

The portion of the idleness over 10 cycles for integer

units is shown in Fig. 4. Compared to other benchmarks,

bfs, pathfinder, and hotspot show a smaller portion

of idleness lying above 10 cycles (9.0%, 2.9%, and

11.5%, respectively). For backprop, its idleness mostly

lies at the FPU, and not at the integer units or SFU. As a

result, bfs, pathfinder, backprop, and hotspot
fail to contribute towards energy efficiency due to the

lack of long-term idleness. Moreover, the execution units

have to be frequently switched on and off, thereby

resulting in the overwhelming energy overhead and

impacting the energy efficiency negatively, particularly

for the integer units. This can be seen in Fig. 3, where the

integer unit’s leakage energy reduction is -28%, -22%, -

44%, and -22% for bfs, pathfinder, backprop,

and hotspot, respectively.

As compared to the integer units, the power-gating

works much better on reducing the leakage energy of

floating-point units and SFUs (83.9% and 49.5% leakage

energy saving for floating-point units and SFUs are

reduced, respectively). Since 93% of the idleness of SFUs

is shorter than 10 cycles for backprop, the very high

occurrence of short-term idle periods causes the increase

of SFU leakage energy consumption for backprop.

B. Leakage Energy Reduction for Different
tidle_detect

We next evaluate the power-gating strategies with

Fig. 3. Leakage energy reduction for different types of execution
units (tbreak_even = 10, tidle_detect = 0).

Table 2. GPU benchmarks

Benchmark
Instruction 

type

bfs, b+tree, cfd, dwt2d, kmean, pathfinder INT

gaussian, lud, backprop, hotspot INT & FP

Fig. 4. The portion of the idleness below 5, 10, and 20 cycles for
integer units (tbreak_even = 10, tidle_detect = 0).
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different idle detect time (tidle_detect = 0, 2, and 5 cycles).

Fig. 5(a) depicts that increasing tidle_detect can improve the

integer unit’s leakage energy saving, as more and more

short-term idle intervals are filtered by longer tidle_detect and

the energy overhead is compromised. Increase in tidle_detect
from 0 to 5 cycles, the average leakage energy reduction

boosts from 24.9% to 37.2%. The breakdown of idleness

for integer units is shown in Fig. 6(a). When tidle_detect
increases from 0 to 2 cycles, the 2-cycle threshold can

avoid power-gating for 1-cycle idleness. The overhead

can be remarkably removed owing to the fact that 23% of

total idle durations on average is only 1 cycle. With a

further increase in tidle_detect to 5 cycles, even more short-

term idleness with intervals of 2, 3 or 4 cycles can be

filtered. As shown in Fig. 6(a), 34% of total idleness on

average is 2, 3 or 4 cycles and therefore the energy

overhead can be further reduced.

Fig. 5(b) and 5(c) show that operating the power-

gating with shorter tidle_detect can lead to better energy-

efficiency for floating-point units and SFUs. Fig. 6(b)

and 6(c) explain that only limited number of short idle

intervals can be gated by tidle_detect when it becomes longer.

Specifically, setting tidle_detect to 5 cycles can only remove

the power-gating overhead from 2.5% (1 cycle) and 6.5%

(2–4 cycles) of the total idleness for floating-point units.

And, for SFUs, 26% more idleness can be found in total

(9% of 1 cycle idleness and 17% of 2–4 cycles idleness).

Fig. 5. Execution units leakage energy reduction rate for
different idle detect time (tidle_detect = 0, 2: and 5). (a) integer unit,
(b) floating-point unit, and (c) SFUs.

Fig. 6. Idleness breakdown of (a) integer unit, (b) floating-point
unit, and (c) SFUs.
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Once the longer tidle_detect is unable to dig more enough

short-term idleness to optimize the power-gating strategies,

it leads to wastage of additional cycles on waiting the

power-gating decision rather than power-gates immediately

to enhance the energy efficiency.

C. Sensitivity Analysis of tbreak_even

As shown in Fig. 7, the longer idle detect time becomes

the optimal choice for all the execution units, when

tbreak_even goes up from 5 cycles to 20 cycles. Especially,

the power-gating technique leads to maximum reduction

in the leakage energy of floating-point units when 5

cycles idle detect time is chosen instead of 0 cycle. With

an increase in tbreak_even , the energy budget of power-gating

execution units increases. In this case, the energy

overhead reduction by avoiding short-term idle periods

exceeds the energy cost of long-term idle periods spent

on additional cycles to reach the idle detect time.

As aforementioned in Section IV, only 0.1% and 2.2%

of the total GPU energy is consumed by the integer units

and SFUs. On the other hand, the leakage energy of

floating-point units contribute to 9.5% of the total GPU

energy. Obviously, the power-gating strategies working

on floating-point units offer the most effective way for

productive leakage energy saving. Fortunately, based on

the results shown in Fig. 7(b), the evaluated power-gating

schemes hold the potential to approach a satisfactory

leakage energy saving of floating-point units. The average

leakage energy reduction is very close to that of the ideal

case. However, increase in the break-even time weakens

the power of the power-gating and pulls the leakage

energy saving against the best case. Not surprisingly, the

overall leakage energy saving of all the execution units

follow a trend similar with the floating-point leakage energy

reduction as represented in Fig. 7(d). As compared to the

ideal case (85.5%, 82.4%, and 79.3%), 84.3%, 77.5%,

and 63.1% reduction of execution unit’s leakage energy

can be reached for the break-even time of 5, 10, and 20

cycles, respectively.

D. Add Simple SP(s) for Enhancement of Both
Performance and Energy Efficiency

According to the experimental results presented in Fig. 2,

the integer units are the overall demanding resources.

Therefore, increasing the number of integer units in an

SM can relieve the pressure of integer computation and

potentially improve the performance. Moreover, by adding

simple SPs which are dedicated to integer computations,

Fig. 7. Leakage energy reduction with different tbreak_even: (a) integer unit, (b) floating-point unit, (c) SFUs, and (d) overall leakage energy
reduction of all execution units.
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more normal SPs can yield floating-point computation.

For the applications including both integer and floating-

point computation, the waiting line of floating-point units

might be cut down and the performance could be boosted.

The energy overhead of introducing more integer units

can be negligible as only 0.1% of the total GPU energy is

consumed by the integer units. In this paper, we evaluate

the performance when one or two simple SPs are added

for every two normal SPs in an SM. Fig. 8 shows the

results of normalized execution cycles with simple SP(s).

For the applications working on integer computation only,

there is only slight performance improvement. However,

bfs and pathfinder enjoy a little benefit on the

performance (1.8% and 5.2% improvement, respectively)

due to their extreme demand of integer units. As shown

in Fig. 2, integer units are unoccupied during only 24.5%

and 10.6% of the total execution time for bfs and

pathfinder, respectively. For applications including

both integer and floating-point computation, extra integer

units can be more helpful in boosting performance as the

simple SPs can free the normal SPs for floating-point

computation and the floating-point instructions that are

stalled for lack of normal SPs can acquire the resources

earlier. For example, extra integer units eventually

achieve 5.6% and 14.4% performance improvement for

backprop and hotspot that rely on both integer and

floating-point units.

VII. CONCLUSION

The execution units’ power-gating strategies evaluated

in this paper are demonstrated to achieve considerable

saving on leakage energy dissipation and improve the

GPU energy-efficiency. No additional microarchitecture

with complex control logic is required and both hardware

and performance overheads are negligible due to the

simplicity. By evaluating the different parameter settings

of the power-gating strategies, we find that an idle detect

time should be involved to identify and filter short-term

idleness. On the other hand, the execution units can be

put in the power-gated mode as long as they are

unoccupied to maximize the leakage energy saving, if the

overhead is affordable. For break-even time down to 5

cycles, the IPG can lead to 84.3% leakage energy

reduction in execution units, which is almost the same

with the ideal case (85.5%). For break-even time up to 20

cycles, the ID-PG can reduce the leakage energy of

execution units by 63.1%.
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